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A chase-and-seek thriller with a killer who repeats a critical moment due to

amnesia, and a romantic comedy between the prosecutors and the lawyers.

This TV series is a hilarious romantic comedy about Noh Jiwook and Eun

Bonghee. It is also a thriller, where the killer goes after the two while being

stuck in a moment due to memory loss. This story is about growing pains as

they fight and reconcile with a world driven by preconceived notions, and a

heartwarming drama where they end up sacrificing themselves for each other.

▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins 

▪ Period : 2017.05.10~2017.07.13

▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Light thriller, Legal

▪ Keyword : #amnesiac killer #chase-and-seek #killer who repeats a critical moment 

#prosecutors and lawyers #quirky 

▪ Castings : Ji Chang-wook, Nam Ji-hyun, Choi Tae-joon, Kwon Nara, Lee Deok-hwa

▪ Highest rating :  12%  /  Average rating : 9% 

▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, 

Cambodia), EUROPE(Ukraine, Bulgaria, Romania, Russia), VIKI

Suspicious Partner

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1N9adbiSQQ5CCBeGPOJfwTTyM_QdUDxm3?usp=sharing
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Secret Garden

A romantic fantasy drama about stunt woman Gil-lime, who dreams of becoming a

martial arts director, and Kim Joo-won, "nasty" millionaire who's a CEO of a

department store. They both unexpectedly wake up in each others' bodies.

The drama tells the story of Won, an arrogant and eccentric CEO who maintains the

image of seeming perfection, and Lime, a poor and humble stuntwoman whose

beauty and body are the object of envy amongst top actresses. Their accidental

meeting, when Won mistakes Lime for actress Rin, marks the beginning of a tense,

bickering relationship, through which Won tries to hide a growing attraction to Lime

that both confuses and disturbs him. To complicate matters further, a strange

sequence of events results in them swapping bodies.

▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins 

▪ Period : 2010.11.13~2010.01.16

▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Fantasy

▪ Keyword : #body switch #quirky #arrogant and eccentric CEO #poor and humble stuntwoman 

#inspiring #star-studded #feel-good

▪ Castings : Hyun Bin, Ha Ji-won, Yoon Sang-hyun, Kim Sa-rang

▪ Highest rating :  35.2%  /  Average rating : 24.3% 

▪ Distributed Territories :  ASIA(Japan, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,  

Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Mongolia, Cambodia, Kazakhstan, MENA, Sri Lanka, 

Pakistan), EUROPE(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andorra, Romania) MENA, 

Oceania, Viki, Netflix

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1GhjBPRtaWG21ouH6nOgRUiKcvhK_Hst5?usp=sharing
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The Inheritors

A trendy youth drama depicting the love and friendship of wealthy high school

students and a poor girl who happen to go to the same school.

Kim Tan is the heir to Empire Group who has been sent to study abroad in the

U.S. In reality it's a form of exile, as his elder half-brother back home schemes to

take over the family business. While in the States, Kim Tan meets Cha Eun Sang,

who arrived from Korea in search of her older sister. He feels himself falling for

her, never realizing that she's the daughter of his family's housekeeper. When his

fiancée Rachel Yoo arrives to bring him back to Korea, his heart is torn between

love and duty.

▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins

▪ Period : 2013.10.09~2013.12.12

▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Teen

▪ Keyword : #rich high school kids #prestigious private school #growth #rich boy and poor girl 

#love triangle #friendship

▪ Castings : Lee Min-ho, Park Shin-hye, Kim Woo-bin, Kang Min-hyuk, Krystal

▪ Highest rating :  25.6%  /  Average rating : 16.7% 

▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macaum, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, 

Kazakhstan, Philippines, Singapore, Indonesia, Cambodia, Malaysia, U.A.E, Israel, Pakistan, MENA), 

USA, EUROPE(United Kingdom, France, Belgium, Netherland, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Romania, 

Germany, Austria)

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yeYW9GF3-d4TFb7NEG29tXnUZjwgaCkf?usp=sharing
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Dr. Romantic 1

The story of Master Kim - "The Real Doctor" and passionate young doctors Kang Dong-

joo and Yoon Seo-jung, set in shabby Doldam hospital in countryside.

Kim Sa Bu was once a famous surgeon at the peak of his career at a major hospital. But

he suddenly gives it all up one day to live in seclusion and work as a neighborhood

doctor in a small town. He now goes by “Dr. Kim” and refers to himself as the “Romantic

Doctor”. Meanwhile, Kang Dong Joo became a doctor to make something of himself

after growing up poor, and he seeks out VIP patients to achieve the success that he

desperately wants. Yoon Seo Jung is a passionate young surgeon who is haunted by a

mistake from her past and tries to get over it. When Dong Joo and Seo Jung meet the

quirky Teacher Kim, their lives and careers will never be the same again.

▪ Timeslot : 21 eps X 70 mins

▪ Period : 2016.11.07~2016.01.06

▪ Genre : Medical, Romance

▪ Keyword : #small hospital #genius doctor #inspiring #heartfelt #teacher and disciples

▪ Castings : Han Suk-kyu, Yoo Yeon-seok, Seo Hyun-jin, Kim Hong-fa, Jin Kyung

▪ Highest rating :  27.6%  /  Average rating : 20.4% 

▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Philippines, Singapore, Mongolia, Myanmar, 

Malaysia, Brunei), EUROPE(Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco), CIS(11 Countries), 

MENA, AFRICA, NETFLIX

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1K45dDkzLNDmfOyVfi5XaoWSA_4J6tVU8?usp=sharing
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Dr. Romantic 2

“Romantic Doctor Kim” is a “real doctor” story set in a small, humble hospital called Doldam Hospital. It

is a story about people who meet Kim Sa Bu, a genius doctor, and discover “real romance.”

Kim Sa Bu once gained fame as a top surgeon at a huge hospital. One day, he disappeared from the

eyes of the public, quietly becoming the chief surgeon at Doldam Hospital in the countryside. After he

conducted a successful operation on Chairman Shin, he gets to improve the hospital under reliable

support. But then Chairman Shin passes away, and an old foe returns. New people appear and his

students had to leave the hospital. Furthermore, his wrist, which was injured three years ago, starts to

act weird. Kim Sa Bu decides to go to a huge hospital himself to solve the manpower shortage at

Doldam, where he finds two people who resemble his former students but who seem much more

lacking. Seo Woo Jin would do anything for money, and Cha Eun Jae gets nauseous every time she

tries to perform surgery. Will Kim Sa Bu be able to run Doldam Hospital with these two?

▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins 

▪ Period : 2020.01.06~2020.02.25

▪ Genre : Medical, Romance

▪ Keyword : #small hospital #genius doctor #inspiring #heartfelt #teacher and disciples

▪ Castings : Han Suk-kyu, Ahn Hyo-seop, Lee Sung-kyung, Kim Joo-hun

▪ Highest rating :  27.1%  /  Average rating : 18.3% 

▪ Distributed Territories : Vietnam, Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Indonesia, Taiwan, 

Russia, Japan, Mongolia, the Philippines, China, Turkey (re-make), EUROPE, MENA

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1o5f_wINe343N_AHEuOGiijMRcpls35gh?usp=sharing
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Doctor John

A human medical drama that depicts the doctors of the pain medicine

department and their struggle to help the patients feel as less pain as possible.

“Doctor John” is a new medical drama about doctors specializing in pain

management. In a refreshing take on the genre, “Doctor John” will portray the

doctors’ search for the cause of their patients’ mysterious pain as a thrilling

chase, almost like a detective hunting down the perpetrator behind an

unsolved crime.

▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins 

▪ Period : 2019.07.19~2019.09.07

▪ Genre : Medical, Romance

▪ Keyword : #pain medicine #euthanasia #inspiring #pain management

▪ Castings : Ji Sung, Lee Se-young, Lee Kyu-hyung, Hwang Hee

▪ Highest rating :  12.3%  /  Average rating : 8.3%

▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Indonesia, Philippines, Myanmar, Mongolia), 

EUROPE(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora), Turkey

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/191wEs80Ngxp18uSDBVeZbtPhCbFxEQQh?usp=sharing
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Hot Stove League

A new team leader is appointed to the last-place team of Korean baseball league, whose

fans have even given up. A hot winter story of the new leader taking the lead to prepare

for a whole new season!

An exciting story set in the winter about a last-place sports team, whose fans have

gotten used to their losing ways, and its new leader as they prepare for an unforgettable

season. This drama portrays the pre-season period of a professional baseball team. As it

becomes a stronger baseball team, they must tackle and solve a new problem that arises

in every episode. The story centers around professional baseball, but rather than showing

the glitz and glamour, it reveals the blood, sweat, and tears shed behind the scenes and

the fierce competition on the field.

▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins 

▪ Period : 2019.12.13~2020.02.14

▪ Genre : Sports, Office, Challenge

▪ Keyword : #baseball team #last place team #leadership #teamwork #rearrangement of 

the team #adrenaline

▪ Castings : Namgung Min, Park Eun-bin, Oh Jung-se, Jo Byeong-gyu

▪ Highest rating :  19.1%  /  Average rating : 12.5%

▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Vietnam, Myanmar)

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/14dpUkCAttxV5nVsUAYBUvYGOEiearzWm?usp=sharing
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Innocent Defendant

Park Jung-woo, a prosecutor who was framed to murder his daughter and wife

and sentenced to death, struggles to remember the lost four months of his life

and plans a revenge against the villain, Cha Min-ho.

Korea’s top prosecutor who had always managed to prove the accused guilty

suddenly finds himself up in jail! On his chest is a red inmate number tag,

sentenced to death for killing his wife and daughter! How could this be?

Suffering from a temporary loss of memory, he faces the biggest and the most

desperate battle of his life!

▪ Timeslot : 18 eps X 70 mins

▪ Period : 2017.01.23~2017.03.21

▪ Genre : Thriller, Mystery, Suspense

▪ Keyword : #understated #finding lost memory #framed prosecutor #revenge #ominous

▪ Castings : Ji Sung, Um Ki-joon, Kwon Yuri, Oh Chang-suk, Um Hyun-kyung

▪ Highest rating :  29.7%  /  Average rating : 18.9% 

▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, Myanmar, Philippines, 

Malaysia, Singapore, Mongolia, Brunei), Turkey, EUROPE(Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, 

Monaco, Russia), CIS(10 Countries), Netflix 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MuiDEg_tJHlLlrzaZbfZfarB0lXfrM3L?usp=sharing
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The Fiery Priest

The story of a Catholic priest of hot temperament and a chief detective at Gudam

Police Station who meet in a murder case and begin a joint investigation.

Hiding his past as an NIS agent, Hae-il becomes a priest with intermittent explosive

disorder. He eventually causes trouble at the cathedral he was stationed at and is

sent to Gudam Cathedral in Gudam City. Thanks to his teacher Lee Young-jun, he

settles down there. But Young-jun is killed in a mysterious accident and even ends

up being framed while being pressured by local gangs over the sale of land.

Infuriated, Hae-il heads to the police station to intimidate them, but it has a reverse

effect, and he carries out the investigation alone only to end up in a holding cell.

▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins 

▪ Period : 2019.02.15~2019.04.20

▪ Genre : Action, Hero, Mystery

▪ Keyword : #fieriness #investigation #comradeship #team-up between priest and 

detective #murder mystery #adrenaline

▪ Castings : Kim Nam-gil, Kim Sung-kyun, Lee Ha-nee, Go Joon, Keum Sae-rok

▪ Highest rating :  22%  /  Average rating : 16.1% 

▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Vietnam, Myanmar, Mongolia), EUROPE(France, 

Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora)

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jB_nCCVTswjWNIz-SAkBqMPXK01Tdbpk?usp=sharing
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Do-ki has spent 10 years as an officer for ROK Special Forces. His mother is brutally

murdered by a serial killer, and he is racked with guilt for being unable to protect the

most important person in his life. One day, he meets Jang Seong-cheol, CEO of

Bluebird Foundation, whose parents were also brutally murdered by a serial killer and

Do-ki is offered a unique job. Rainbow Taxi is a special secretive group that takes

revenge for victims who weren’t protected by the law.

But as time passes, conflict arises between the members of Rainbow Taxi over the

methods of revenge. In addition, they must fend off public authorities who are in

pursuit of discovering their true identities. Will Do-ki be able to protect Rainbow Taxi

as he tries to bring wrongdoers to justice?

▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins 

▪ Period : 2021.04.09~2021.05.29 (Friday and Saturday)

▪ Genre : Action, Hero, Legal

▪ Keyword : #revenge #justice #suspenseful #exciting #adrenaline

▪ Castings : Lee Je-hoon, Esom, Kim Eui-sung, Pyo Ye-jin

▪ Ratings: Highest – 17.0% / Average: 13.6% 

Taxi Driver

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hQnSNh5PXEM7ZsFrWDFUcqbuEK_tuTON?usp=sharing
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Alice

The story of a man and woman who were separated by death magically meet

again beyond the limit of time and dimension.

“Alice” will tell the story of a man and a woman who are separated by death, only

to be reunited by overcoming the limits of time and space. Yoon Tae Yi is a genius

physicist who holds the key to uncovering the secrets of time travel, while Park Jin

Kyum is a detective, who wants to do good, learns a hidden secret about himself

while attempting to solve the mystery of time travel. He meets Yoon Tae-Yi. They

unravel the secret of time travel together.

▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins 

▪ Period : 2020.08.28

▪ Genre : SF Human, Action

▪ Keyword : #time-travel #investigation #time-traveler mom #physicist #detective #past me 

vs. present me #suspenseful #Sci-Fi

▪ Castings : Kim Hee-sun, Joo Won, Choi Won-young, Kwak Shi-yang, Lee Da-in

▪ Highest rating :  10.6%  /  Average rating : 7.5% 

▪ Distributed Territories : Japan, Indonesia, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Vietnam, Taiwan, 

France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andorra, Thailand, Israel, Cambodia

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lgB84mZLcVChzXzzlc3hZ3R1AhmDthFR?usp=sharing
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Penthouse Season 1

An irresistible drama featuring 3 women, each with their own ambition and dream

fighting to reach the top, and their fatal revenge.

“Penthouse” tells the story of a woman who strives to achieve her goal of entering

high society by becoming the “queen” in the 100th floor penthouse in Gangnam, the

pinnacle of success in her eyes. It features women who have no choice but to

become villains in order to protect themselves.

The “Queen” of the 100th floor penthouse VS. “Prima donna” with the desire to have

it all VS. “Working woman” thriving to enter the world of the upper class.

This is a war between these women. A war of real estate and education happening

at the penthouse – the No.1 in housing price and education.

▪ Timeslot : 21 eps X 70 mins 

▪ Period : 2020.10.26~2021.01.05

▪ Genre : Picaresque, Telenovela, Revenge

▪ Keyword: #murder mystery #lost daughter #affair #education #high school #revenge  

#high society

▪ Castings : Eugene, Kim So-yeon, Lee Ji-ah, Uhm Ki-joon, Park Eun-seok

▪ Highest rating :  28.8% / Average Rating : 17.9%

▪ Distributed Territories: Japan, Taiwan, Myanmar, Indonesia, France, Belgium, Switzerland, 

Luxembourg, Monaco, Andorra, Vietnam, Cambodia, the Philippines, EUROPE, MENA

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/172szp_8xQg1RhfTRduxoeggKjxxzgIRo?usp=sharing
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Penthouse Season 2

The second season of Penthouse : War In Life! With the highest rating of 28.8%,

Penthouse is proven to be the most successful and popular drama of 2020.

With Shim Su-ryeon now dead and Oh Yoon-hee out of sight, Cheon Seo-jin

believes she has the perfect life with her lover Ju Dante. But it is shattered with the

appearance of Oh Yoon-hee, who comes back married with Seo-jin’s ex-husband Ha

Yoon-chul. Plus, Ju Dante encounters Na Ae-gyo who looks exactly like his dead wife

Shim Su-ryeon. And regardless of the hatred between his parents, Ju’s son Ju Seok-

hoon longs for Rona, daughter of Oh Yoon-hee. Yoonchul and Seo-jin’s daughter

Eun-sung returns to the Herapalace for revenge, causing another huge stir in the

apartment complex. What plot does Oh Yoon-hee really have in mind? Will her

revenge succeed?

▪ Timeslot : 12 eps X 70 mins 

▪ Period : 2021.02.12~2021.03.19 (Friday and Saturday)

▪ Genre : Picaresque, Telenovela, Revenge

▪ Keyword: #murder mystery #lost daughter #affair #education #high school #revenge  

#high society

▪ Highest Rating: 29.2% 

▪ Castings : Eugene, Kim So-yeon, Lee Ji-ah, Uhm Ki-joon, Park Eun-seok

▪ Distributed Territories: Japan, Taiwan, Myanmar, Indonesia, France, Belgium, Switzerland, 

Luxembourg, Monaco, Andorra, Vietnam, Cambodia, the Philippines, EUROPE, MENA

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10g1kMNZcmDMIsieCHRDE4s5IFOA3RaTF?usp=sharing
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Penthouse Season 3

▪ Timeslot : 12 eps X 70 mins 

▪ Period : 2021.10.26 ~ 2021.10.10 (every Friday) 

▪ Genre : Picaresque, Telenovela, Revenge

▪ Keyword: #murder mystery #lost daughter #affair #education #high school 

#revenge  #high society

▪ Castings : Eugene, Kim So-yeon, Lee Ji-ah, Uhm Ki-joon, Park Eun-seok

▪ Ratings: 21.0% (highest) 

The final season of Penthouse : War In Life! The legendary Penthouse series’ grand

finale! Korea’s telenovela master Kim Soon-ok writer will close the epoch-making

series with her bold, unique style.

Shim Su-ryeon walks towards Logan Lee, when an explosion takes place and Logan

is supposedly dead. Shim Su-ryeon and Oh Yoon-hee work together to take down

Joo Dan-tae, while a new mysterious figure named Baek Joon-ki appears as an old

friend of Joo Dan-tae. Will Shim Su-ryeon, Oh Yoon-hee, and Cheon Seo-jin succeed

in bringing their ultimate rival down?

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1TlHnLjT-wr19IwYAPrFaLB1U2Jvqc3JC?usp=sharing
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One day, a cheerful and lively musical actress Sunny suddenly becomes the 'Cinderella' and

marries the emperor of Korea. She finds clues of the murder of the Great Queen and fights

against the absolute power of the palace. She destroys the imperial family and seeks true love

and happiness.

Set in an alternate universe where Korea is a constitutional monarchy in 2018, Oh Sunny is a

bright musical actress who marries the emperor. She becomes involved in the palace power

struggle and a mysterious murder that sets off events that threaten the monarchy itself, while

searching for true love and happiness. But she ends up falling in love with Na Wang Sik who

works as a bodyguard for the imperial family. He started working in the palace to take revenge

on the person responsible for his mother’s death.

▪ Timeslot : 26 eps X 70 mins 

▪ Period : 2018.11.21~2019.02.21

▪ Genre : Telenovela, Mystery, Romance

▪ Keyword : #married to emperor #royal family #murder mystery #affair #revenge 
#slick

▪ Castings : Jang Nara, Choi Jin-hyuk, Shin Sung-rok, Lee Elijah, Shin Eun-kyung

▪ Highest rating :  19%  /  Average rating : 13%

▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, Myanmar, Thailand, 
Vietnam, Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Mongolia, Cambodia), 
Australia, OTT (PCCW)

The Last Empress

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1xPfatP0t9vnGO3i2e2epbA5Bo1rD5V1v?usp=sharing

